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POINTS OF INTEREST  
• 5th studio album; 2nd album w/ felte; follow up to Homosapien
• The band’s most politically charged album 
• Past tours w/ Sigur Ros, Arctic Monkeys, Bloc Party & Warpaint
• Past media  support from Pitchfork, Stereogum, SPIN, 
Impose,FACT, Clash, Line of Best Fit, NME + more

LABEL CONTACT
Felte

info@feltesounds.com
http://felte.net

RELEASE BIO
PVT, known as Pivot to anyone in the know, are an act that's 
embraced technology at every turn - gritty, new, confronting - 
and their uncompromising songwriting and musical 
understanding have seen their first four albums released to 
global acclaim. After years of touring, the band wound up cast 
far and wide, residing each in a different continent. 2017 sees 
members Dave Miller along with brothers Richard & Laurence 
Pike return home to Australia with their fifth album, New Spirit. 

This album contains that beautiful type of music written out of 
compulsion, a calling and an impulse to explore the new place 
that Australia has become -- a hotbed for political and cultural 
intolerance. The country has succumbed to divisive politics and 
irrational fear. Obvious fraud and immorality driven by a gutless 
media and an indifferent public. 

PVT's uncompromising approach to musical self-determination 
has never been this sharp, and especially never this political. 
The sound of the record itself is that of a stark digital future, but 
under the surface there's nostalgia for a different time, another 
way of thinking, another life. PVT are exploring. Expanding on 
expectations. They carry with them the bravery and courage of 
the old explorer with the tolerance and understanding of the 
new. And they want you to join them.  

-Words taken from a longer bio by Alex Cameron, Paris 2016

01. Spirit Of The Plains
02. A Feeling You Can Find
03. Salt Lake Heart
04. Interlude 
05. Another Life
06. Fool In Rain II

07. Morning Mist, Rock Island Bend
08. Kangaroo
09. Murder Mall
10. War Dance (VINYL ONLY) 
11. New Spirit
12. Fake Sun In China 

New Spirit
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https://www.instagram.com/pvt_official/
https://www.facebook.com/pvtofficial/  

https://twitter.com/pvt_official

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM Soviet Soviet
Homosapien CD (FLT006CD)
Homosapien LP (PVT001LP)

Vertigo 12” (FLT005LP) 
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https://www.instagram.com/pvt_official/
https://www.facebook.com/pvtofficial/
https://twitter.com/pvt_official

